
Building ResearchLLM
Automated statistical research and interpretation

PhaseLLM
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https://github.com/wgryc/phasellm

https://phasellm.com/researchllm

PhaseLLM is open source:

ResearchLLM is part of PhaseLLM:

https://phasellm.com/
PhaseLLM dev tools:👋

https://github.com/wgryc/phasellm
https://phasellm.com/researchllm
https://phasellm.com/
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What do I want?

An LLM to analyze my 
data and do research for 
me.

I don’t want to share the 
data, though!

(Eventually, perform the entire 
research process for me.)
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Local
Data

Local
Server

Startup
Prompt

You are a data science helper and will be working with me to 
build a model to explore a data set. You do not need to 
provide qualifiers like "As an AI model" because I know you 
are such a model. I want you to be as productive and concise 
as possible with me. 

If you are generating code in a response, please limit your 
code generation to ONE (1) code block. If this means you 
need to add additional comments in the code, this is 
perfectly fine. Preceed every code block you generate with 
"|--START PYTHON CODE--|" and end each code block with "|--
END PYTHON CODE--|". 

Do you understand? Please simply write "yes" if you do, and 
"no" with followup questions if you do not.
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😃
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Data 
Prompt

{DATA_SETUP_INTRO}

generateOverview(df) 

I have imported Pandas as `pd`, 
Numpy as `np`, `scipy`, and 
`sklearn`, and have a dataframe
called `df` loaded into Python. 
`df` contains the following 
variables and variable types:\n\n

{QUESTION}

I am researching the relationship 
between income and 
sociodemographic census info.

Column Name: age
Column Type: int64

...

I have imported Pandas as `pd`, 
Numpy as `np`, `scipy`, and 
`sklearn`, and have a dataframe
called `df` loaded into Python. 
`df` contains the following 
variables and variable types:\n\n

What is the correlation between 
age and income?
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Data 
Prompt
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Run 
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Final 
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Output

Analysis 
Prompt

Code Execution Agent

Error Tracking

ChatBot Resubmission*

CodeExecutionAgent()

LLMCodeException()

ChatBot()

* With an updated prompt!
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Data 
Prompt

Python 
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Final 
Chat 
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The following is the output of the code:
{code_output}

Could you please interpret this for me? Justify 
your answer by including the outputs of the 
analysis.
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• Chain of Thought (CoT) reasoning
• Other Agents
• Memory
• Research automation and new knowledge 

creation

Next Steps

Reach out: w@phaseai.com


